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General Services info
Florida aerial survey technologies

Florida Aerial Survey Technologies
provides quality drone-based aerial
survey data. We believe in being Fair,
Accurate, Swift, and Thorough.

Our data stands out. We check each
job against independent control
points recorded in each model to
ensure accuracies down to 0.1ft. Our
processes have been refined through
extensive research and development
to bring the turnaround time for
survey data down dramatically
without sacrificing quality.  

From start to finish, our company
leverages emerging technology to
help our clients stay on the cutting
edge. Best of all, our pricing structure
ensures our clients can afford to be
ahead of the curve! 

Florida Aerial Survey Technologies works hard to deliver
the FASTest turnaround on survey deliverables. We
specialize in topographic and volumetric surveying. 

 
This focus on a narrow scope allows us to optimize our

processes, decreasing turnaround time dramatically
without sacrificing accuracy and quality. Our average
turnaround time varies by site size: 4-21 days for 30-

1500 acres, our average tolerance: 0.1FT!

www.FloridaAerialSurvey.com

ABOUT
FLORIDA AERIAL
SURVEY TECHNOLOGIES

GETTING SURVEYING DONE - FAST

CONTACT US
239-249-5228

www.FloridaAerialSurvey.com
info@FloridaAerialSurvey.com

tel:2392495228


INDUSTRIES

Inventory Asset Calculations, efficency metrics,
sales, borrowing, and production all rely on

accurate data. The longer your data ages, the less
accurate it becomes. Our speed and accuracy

ensure your data is reliable.

LICENSED
Earthwork calculations have never been more
accurate. With millions of sampling points, our

surfaces model your site in extreme detail, allowing
your company to know just how much dirt is or isn't

on a site.

Through our state-licensed company, Florida
Aerial Survey Technologies, we offer the market
rapid topographic and volumetric surveys with
turnarounds as FAST as 3 days, averaging 4-21

days for projects 30-1500 acres. 
 
 

TOPOGRAPHIC
DESIGN

STOCKPILE
MEASUREMENTS

SURVEY & TOPO

EARTHWORK
CALCULATIONS

SERVEDTopographic design work such as golf courses,
master-planned communities, and new (or newly

redesigned) developments of all kinds benefit from
increased accuracy, speed, and professionalism of

our services.
 

Our data is always checked against known points
in the model, ensuring accuracy every time.

Civil Engineering
Asphalt and Concrete Manufacturing
Golf Course Design
Real Estate Development
Waste Management
Mining, Metals, and Minerals
Coastal Engineering
General Contracting
Municipalities
Agriculture (stockpiles)
Mulch and Recycling

RAPID
TURN-AROUND

Licensed Surveying Business LB 8247

Licensed and insured with the FAA and the State of
Florida Surveying and Mapping Board, we legally

serve the state of Florida with licensed aerial data.
We set independent ground control on every site -

our  data is always validated against known points.


